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DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND

The human phenotype is conventionally

conceived of as resulting from the tran-

scription and, for protein-encoding genes,

translation of the sequences inherited from

parents in conjunction with environmental

factors. In 1982, Dawkins [1] defined the

‘extended phenotype’ attributable to a

given gene as effects associated with the

corresponding DNA sequence that are

manifested by an organism whose cells

do not contain that gene, i.e. the phenotype

of Organism A can be influenced by genes

in the cells of Organism B (Fig. 1) and

sometimes in ways that enhance the fitness

of B.

EXAMPLES IN HUMAN BIOLOGY
AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Extended phenotypic effects can involve or-

ganisms of the same or different species.

For example, the Lactobacillus acidophilus

genome encodes gene products that pro-

duce a metabolite able to mediate signals

between cells of this symbiotic species

that enable better adherence to gut

eipthelium [2]. An example of a trans-spe-

cific ‘partnership’ is provided by Bacteroides

thetaiotaomicron, which carries genes

encoding proteins able to synthesize

metabolites that guide host gut develop-

ment [3].

EXAMPLES IN CLINICAL
MEDICINE

Perhaps the most thoroughly explored ex-

amples of extended phenotypes relevant to

medicine derive from the genes of patho-

gens that manipulate host phenotypes. An

example is provided by the nef gene, which

encodes the Nef protein of HIV-1. The Nef

protein decreases the number Human

Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) class I molecules

on the plasma membranes of CD4þ T cells

[4]. By reducing the availability of HLA class

I molecules presenting peptides derived

from HIV antigens, the virus likely de-

creases the ability of CD8þ T cells to cause

the lysis of infected CD4þ T cells [5]. This

form of immune escape would engender

greater replication of the virus and there-

fore is likely to be subject to strong

selection.

Based on already published studies,

there are likely to be numerous instances

in which genes in fellow humans or other

organisms, such as microbial species, in-

fluence the risk for or manifestations of one

or another disorder in a particular human

individual. One can readily imagine com-

plex networks of such health influencing ef-

fects. Therefore, the phenomenon of

extended phenotype is likely to be highly

relevant to medicine.

Figure 1. Extended phenotype schematized. The standard genotype–phenotype (�) relationship is

illustrated for Organism A without (left, �) and with (right, �*) influence mediated, directly or indirectly,

via molecules encoded by genes in Organism B (far right). So, one or more genes of Organism B modify the

phenotype of Organism A, i.e. genes in B are causally related to extended phenotypic effects manifested

by A
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